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jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 4
@eriksation follow-up from Tues #aboerjc....the idea in your article to create a 
web-based tool reminded me of this one: rd.unir.net/pub/oef/login.…
Thought I would pass along in case it's of interest.



     1

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon @nthnlwly and 3 others
Thanks so much! I'd love to get your and @nthnlwly 's ideas on how to 
champion more of the factors. @SAMRUBuzz does great work with awareness 
#aboerjc #oer #oep
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @jmenglund03
Thanks Jennifer! You've given me a lot to consider, and I'm now rethinking/re-
qualifying the accessibility and assessment aspects. Applying the framework (or 
an altered version) to an open course sample is next #aboerjc



     1

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
Thanks Erik @KlamnJam @CordeliaSnowdon @jmenglund03 @nthnlwly great 
discussion tonight. #aboerjc will return on October 1 at 7 pm MST. Watch for 
details later this month.
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @nthnlwly
That's very kind Nathan. Thanks for sharing your insights! #aboerjc



     1

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
I appreciated getting to read this and having the opportunity to contribute via 
this chat! What a great article to get my mind in gear for the year ahead. I can’t 
wait for another year of work on this! #aboerjc #oer #mruoerdays
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Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation @nthnlwly and 3 others
Thank you @eriksation !! The article and Twitter chat were amazing! #ABOERJC
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3 
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Thanks! @CordeliaSnowdon @nthnlwly
@DocBlom @nthnlwly @KlamnJam @rlawson545 #aboerjc Please join us next 
month. Details coming soon... Also, please consider facilitating a discussion. The 
more voices the better! #oer #oep
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jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3
Thanks to everyone for this evening's #aboerjc discussion! @eriksation thanks 
for sharing your work with us - I am curious to hear more about how it evolves.
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
2/2 Thank you for participating in tonight's #aboerjc and for 
reading/commenting on this thought experiment article. It's a multi-stage 
project, so your insights are extremely valuable.
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Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 3
#aboerjc Thanks for a wonderful and vibrant chat tonight, everyone! I have to 
tap out because day two of New Student Orientation is tomorrow. Looking 
forward to reading this archive as I’m sure I missed a lot of good info!
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
1/2 Well, it looks like I should probably wrap things up for y'all... #aboerjc
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Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
In my limited experience with MOOCS, I appreciated having the MC & long 
answer ?'s available, but understood that I would not get feedback on long 
answers without paying for the course. I respect compensating profs for 
personalized assessment if I want/need it #ABOERJC
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Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
The change to #OER will take some time so awareness building will continue to 
be important. And entry points into #oep is not a 1 time thing. E.g. #OER novice 
vs #OER expereinced faculty. #aboerjc



     3

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @jmenglund03
Definitely! The literature on #OER and #OEP view assessment quite differently. 
I'm thinking that a different framework for #OEP / #OP would be very helpful, 
and would be less focused on the materials aspects of 'open' #aboerjc



     3

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Q6 In the “Limitations and discussion” (pp. 12-14), the authors propose goal 
posts around openness (‘open enough’). Are there other suggestions that could 
have been included? #aboerjc
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Awesome comments/questions everyone! Just going to throw out one last 
question for the evening... #aboerjc
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jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3
A5 For the example provided in the text, I see an assessment with essay 
questions equally as open as an assessment with question and answers. But to 
me this is where OER and OEP/open pedagogy diverge.
#aboerjc 



Q5 The authors argue that maximizing openness for 
assessment, language, and support costs can have 
negative pedagogical trade offs (pp. 7-8). Eg. Instructor 
feedback (closed & mixed) vs. self-assessment (most…



  1    2

Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Sep 3
#ABOERJC perhaps institutional support looping in accessibility/usability 
experts to provide advice and final edit. 



Replying to @jmenglund03

I think probably different #OER scholars would likely have gone through 
such as process - though perhaps not as prescriptively. 
Accessibility/usability requires a lot of understanding (maybe exceeding 
disciplinary expertise). Factors like this might be less effort/will? #aboerjc

     2

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation @KlamnJam @nthnlwly
#ABOERJC That sounds great! A huge concern with profs providing 
accommodations was related to intellectual property and sharing materials, and 
creating open content naturally addresses these concerns.
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Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 3
#aboerjc A5: 100% agree. Especially as an English student, detailed feedback 
has always been what I am most grateful for in courses. 



Replying to @eriksation

A5 #ABOERJC The point on assessment trade-offs was well made. The 
most open assessment format does not create the experience that students 
have told me they value most - ie personalized feedback on an essay

     3

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
A5...yup this topic raises questions. Assessment is part of learning but what 
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A5...yup this topic raises questions. Assessment is part of learning but what 
about assessment for credentials. Perhaps assessment could be "closed 
enough" in contrast to the rest being "open enough"? #aboerjc #OER #oep
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon
With that in mind, how do you think this will impact massive online courses that 
depend on automation (MOOCS)? Is objective assessment perhaps only 
valuable in certain situations or intro classes? My colleague and I have wrestled 
with this because MOOCS can reach so many #aboerjc



  1    

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon @eriksation
#ABOERJC Arguably the personalized feedback is part of why students choose 
a certain academic institution, so some students may actually prefer to keep 
assessment format fairly closed.
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Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
A5 #ABOERJC The point on assessment trade-offs was well made. The most 
open assessment format does not create the experience that students have told 
me they value most - ie personalized feedback on an essay



  2    2

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation @KlamnJam @nthnlwly
#ABOERJC  #OER advocates could benefit from more collaboration with 
Campus Accessibility Services. There were many similarities in outcomes when I 
worked with these two groups and I see opportunities for partnership
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Q5 The authors argue that maximizing openness for assessment, language, and 
support costs can have negative pedagogical trade offs (pp. 7-8). Eg. Instructor 
feedback (closed & mixed) vs. self-assessment (most open). What do you think 
of this argument? #aboerjc 

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more View
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Ok, going to throw out 5 (the controversial one) to keep on time. We might go 
slightly over tonight... #aboerjc



    1  1

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon @KlamnJam
I'd be really interested to find out how best to champion the accessibility and file 
format factors with students (relating to @nthnlwly 's point)#aboerjc
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Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · Sep 3
Replying to @jmenglund03 @eriksation
Good question about adjuncts owning their intectual property. I think (!) that it 
varies with institutions...but I am not sure. @eriksation? #aboerjc
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Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Sep 3
A4: #ABOERJC  normalizing asking for assistance and/or promoting 
collaboration to mold most effective #OER



Replying to @eriksation

Q4 #ABOERJC  I agree with this statement and think it normalizes asking for 
assistance and support in these areas (which is important because making 
mistakes related to these factors could cause the most problems to 
students/content users)

     2

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation @KlamnJam
#ABOERJC Probably support costs, accessibility/usability, and file format would 
be the priority.
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @jmenglund03
Yes that is definitely true. #OER or #OWC often have better #accessibility and 
#usability . What we meant by 'none' was that there was no special knowledge 
required to make it more open, but certainly educators should know the basics 
for course design (I hope!) #aboerjc
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @KlamnJam
And perhaps in a world where #OER courses were the norm this table would 
look very different... just effort might remain? #aboerjc
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jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3
A4 The effort to make a closed course accessible would likely be comparable to 
the effort to make a closed>open course accessible.
2/2
#aboerjc 



Q4 In Step 3 of the framework, the authors argue that 
accessibility/usability considerations, language, and 
cultural considerations require the most knowledge from 
educators when transitioning from closed to open…
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jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3 
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jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3
A4 I would push back on the accessibility factor. Closed courses have significant 
accessibility issues (speaking based on initial numbers we have run at our 
institution) in regards to alt text, captions, and heading structure.  .....
1/2
#aboerjc 



Q4 In Step 3 of the framework, the authors argue that 
accessibility/usability considerations, language, and 
cultural considerations require the most knowledge from 
educators when transitioning from closed to open…
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Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 3
Yes! (Small shoutout to you, @cordeliasnowdon, and @samrubuzz for 
implementing the SAMRU Open Education Champion award for faculty 
members at @mountroyal4u) #aboerjc 



Replying to @eriksation

A3 #ABOERJC  I agree with the assumptions and appreciated this section 
because it helps us demonstrate the legitimacy of working to create open 
content. It could help encourage more awards and recognition for work in 
this area #OER

  1   2  4

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
Q4 #ABOERJC  I agree with this statement and think it normalizes asking for 
assistance and support in these areas (which is important because making 
mistakes related to these factors could cause the most problems to 
students/content users)



     1

Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Sep 3
A3: Willingness/effort seem to be important factors especially as creating #OER 
is usually an activity that is not often recognized as a full time job - something 
you create on the side of your desk. More efficient and effective way to balance 
options. #ABOERJC 



Q3 In Step 2 of the framework, the authors propose how 
much willingness/effort is required to implement each of 
the eight factors (pp. 10-11). Do you agree with their 
assumptions? Would you reassign willingness/effort…
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jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation @DocBlom
Agree that type of position is a big factor for willingness and effort. Another 
aspect to consider: do adjuncts own their intellectual property in the same way 
that tenure/TT faculty do? Are they legally able to CC license their work?
#aboerjc
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Q4 In Step 3 of the framework, the authors argue that accessibility/usability 
considerations, language, and cultural considerations require the most 
knowledge from educators when transitioning from closed to open courses (pp  
11-12). Do you think this is accurate?
 #aboerjc 
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Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
A3 #ABOERJC I would add that the knowledge needed to address cultural 
context could benefit from collaboration as well. Someone may think they 
understand a culture well enough to use universally understandable language, 
but consultation reduces bias/assumptions



     2

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Number 4 coming up... #aboerjc



     

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
I appreciate the feedback regarding employment status. We hadn't originally 
though about the framework with this in mind, but I can see how being 
contact/tenured would change the dynamic... #aboerjc



    1  4

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · Sep 3
Replying to @jmenglund03
Yes...I agree with your observation of an individual or a team working together. 
#aboerjc #oep



     

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @DocBlom
Very interesting. So willingness and effort might be reversed based on 
contract/employment status? #aboerjc



  2    1

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 3
A very key point! Our contract/adjunct faculty may be willing, however it is a lot 
to ask of them to develop and redevelop their #OER - especially when they may 
teach at multiple institutions. #aboerjc 



Replying to @eriksation

#aboerjc. A3. Willingness & effort made the point about tenured faculty yet 
so many undergrad courses are taught bt adjuncts whom may be willing yet 
their time efforts to create #OER is not acknowledged in employment 
contracts.

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @jmenglund03
I think probably different #OER scholars would likely have gone through such as 
process - though perhaps not as prescriptively. Accessibility/usability requires a 
lot of understanding (maybe exceeding disciplinary expertise). Factors like this 
might be less effort/will? #aboerjc



     

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
#aboerjc. A3. Willingness & effort made the point about tenured faculty yet so 
many undergrad courses are taught bt adjuncts whom may be willing yet their 
time efforts to create #OER is not acknowledged in employment contracts.



  1    

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
A3 #ABOERJC  I agree with the assumptions and appreciated this section 
because it helps us demonstrate the legitimacy of working to create open 
content. It could help encourage more awards and recognition for work in this 
area #OER



  1    

jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
In our local contexts, the conversation was around a produced video and if/how 
the video pieces should be included. The finished videos have CC licenses but 
on the flip side, it's tough to remix and revise in that format.
#aboerjc



     

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 3
Replying to @jmenglund03
#aboerjc - The connections is definitely a vital piece of the puzzle! I imagine that 
new faculty are sometimes unaware of the vast knowledge on campuses (just as 
new students are!).



     1

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon @KlamnJam
That's a great point. We didn't put them in any particular heirarchy, though 
looking at it now it kind of comes off that way. What do you think would be the 
top ones? #aboerjc



  1    2

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation @KlamnJam
In my experience/knowledge, accessibility would come second; we know that 
academic accommodations can be contested by educators when they’re 
resources are “closed” (slides, lecture notes, etc.). #aboerjc
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     2

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @jmenglund03
I'm so glad! We almost combined file format and usability, since they go hand-in-
hand but ultimately felt they each deserved their own factor. More options 
better? Prioritize open formats? #aboerjc



  1    1

jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation @nthnlwly @KlamnJam
Accessibility!
#aboerjc
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jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3
A3 I'm curious if Step 2 assumes that a lone scholar or instructor is creating OER 
on their own. I wonder how this might look for a new-to-an-institution instructor 
compared to one who has a good amount of knowledge/connections.
#aboerjc 



Q3 In Step 2 of the framework, the authors propose how 
much willingness/effort is required to implement each of 
the eight factors (pp. 10-11). Do you agree with their 
assumptions? Would you reassign willingness/effort…
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Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @KlamnJam
#ABOERJC The 8 factors are useful, though I could see students prioritizing the 
factors in a different order depending on their situation & awareness of larger 
societal contexts. ie. reaching across cultural contexts may not be pressing for 
someone who needs a accessible resource



  1    3

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @nthnlwly @KlamnJam
From your experience, what factor do you think is the next likely candidate for 
student activism? #aboerjc



  2    

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @KlamnJam
Some of them are probably valuable for both audiences, but maybe not all. I 
would want to hear the student perspective, but I would assume support costs, 
accessibility, and assessment would be at the forefront #aboerjc



     1

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 3
Replying to @KlamnJam
#aboerjc A2: Student advocacy on #oer utilization has focused on the “support 
costs” factor almost exclusively. Something I’m hoping to move further away 
from this year, however cost of resources is still likely one of the larger barriers to 



Erik Christiansen @eriksation
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from this year, however cost of resources is still likely one of the larger barriers to 
student success.

  1   1  2

jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3
A2 No new factors to suggest, but wanted to underscore the importance of file 
format. (Our MN OER SIG has been having lots of conversations on this topic!)
#aboerjc 



Q2 The authors break down open education into eight factors. Are there 
other factors you would have added? Eliminated/combined? #aboerjc #oer 
#oep

  1    2

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Q3 In Step 2 of the framework, the authors propose how much willingness/effort 
is required to implement each of the eight factors (pp. 10-11). Do you agree with 
their assumptions? Would you reassign willingness/effort differently? #aboerjc 
#oer #oep

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more View
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @nthnlwly
Great observation. The humour and character of a course can make or break. 
Co-authoring is something I hadn't considered. Perhaps a good strategy during 
development of a bilingual course?  #aboerjc



  1   2  3

Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Sep 3
A2: To turn this question around - from a student perspective would the eight 
factors contribute to a useful #OER?  #ABOERJC 



Q2 The authors break down open education into eight factors. Are there 
other factors you would have added? Eliminated/combined? #aboerjc #oer 
#oep

  3    2

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @jmenglund03
Yes, the assessment point (and some others) is where we might have stirred up 
some controversy. The pedagogical trade-offs are areas we were particularly 
interested in. #aboerjc



     1

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation @CordeliaSnowdon @KlamnJam
Yes...just as there are degrees of openness so to there are degrees of 
sophistication for those more experienced with #OER. #aboerjc
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation

Erik Christiansen @eriksation
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    1  2

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 3
Replying to @nthnlwly @eriksation
#aboerjc A2: As a side note, I believe that the “most open” resource/course 
would be rather dry without any cultural humour or phrasing. Perhaps something 
to be said for co-authoring across cultures?



  1   1  3

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation @KlamnJam @DocBlom
#ABOERJC I think the process would largely look similar, though their 
assumption of how much work, for example, may be more precise



     1

Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Sep 3
A2: Copyright/open licensing framework. Accessibility/usability formatting. 
Language. Support costs. Assessment. Digital distribution. File format. Cultural 
considerations.  #ABOERJC  These resonate with me if I was making an #OER 
resource.



Q2 The authors break down open education into eight factors. Are there 
other factors you would have added? Eliminated/combined? #aboerjc #oer 
#oep

     

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
#aboerjc A2: At first, I considered that language and cultural considerations 
could be combined. However, after completing the article, it is clear that these 
two elements require different skill sets and knowledge to implement and I see 
now why they are separate.



  1   1  1

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon @KlamnJam @DocBlom
That's a very good point. Originally, we were targeting educators new to #OER 
Do you think the process would look different for a veteran OER scholar? 
#aboerjc



  2    1

jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3
A1 The framework seems like a solid starting point for those who want to create 
something from scratch or remix an existing OER. I'm curious abt the 
assessment piece (reading the article just ahead of the questions, so this will 
probably sort itself out as we chat more!)
#aboerjc 



Q1 #aboerjc The authors propose a conceptual framework 
to determine what is ‘open enough’ to help educators 
estimate workload when developing open courses (p.4). 
Do you find the framework helpful? How would you…



Erik Christiansen @eriksation

Erik Christiansen @eriksation
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  1    

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @KlamnJam @DocBlom
A1 #ABOERJC  I would also add that this is not a one-time process. What is 
"open enough" for a course may change year-to-year with an increase in 
knowledge and confidence, so this framework also helps easily reassess content 
later on. #OER



  1    3

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Q2 The authors break down open education into eight factors. Are there other 
factors you would have added? Eliminated/combined? #aboerjc #oer #oep



  1   1  2

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
This is great feedback. Some have questioned the lack of detail in the framework 
- ie only 3 broad scenarios. But, this leads to the second question... #aboerjc



    1  1

Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Sep 3
A1:  I agree Cordelia.  Another question is "how detailed" - looking at the 
framework options helps determine how to manage the transition. #ABOERJC 
@DocBlom



Replying to @eriksation

A1 #ABOERJC I found the framework extremely helpful as it maps out a 
path to follow. It is common to have faculty ask "where do I start?" when 
looking at implementing #OER

  1    3

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
#aboerjc A1: If I were an educator, this would be extremely useful in getting 
started. Of course, as we see later on, #OER and #OEP gets more complicated, 
but this framework/table really simplifies how educators can get started and 
what needs/might need to be considered.
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Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Sep 3
Replying to @eriksation
A1 #ABOERJC I found the framework extremely helpful as it maps out a path to 
follow. It is common to have faculty ask "where do I start?" when looking at 
implementing #OER



  1   2  3

rlawson545 @rlawson545 · Sep 3
#aboerjc interesting article -- hadn't considered the issue of cultural bias in OER 
before



     2

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · Sep 3 

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon
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Replying to @eriksation
Hi to all #aboerjc & #OER &#oep peeps! This article brings out some great 
points...looking forward to our chat tonight!



     

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Q1 #aboerjc The authors propose a conceptual framework to determine what is 
‘open enough’ to help educators estimate workload when developing open 
courses (p.4). Do you find the framework helpful? How would you have framed it 
differently? #oer #oep

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more View



  3   1  1

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
We have 6 discussion questions tonight, and I'll tweet them out as Q1, Q2, Q3, 
etc. Please indicate your answers with A1, A2, A3, etc, or a directly reply. Please 
be sure to use the #aboerjc so I can archive the convo for later! Let's begin...



    1  1

jennιғer englυnd @jmenglund03 · Sep 3
#aboerjc kicking off soon!
#oer #oep



Hello there folks! It's the first #aboerjc of the 2019-20 academic year! 
Welcome everyone. I'm looking forward to discussing this article with you. 
bit.ly/2lR9qCv

    1  1

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Tonight, @DocBlom and I will be facilitating the discussion. This chat is a little 
different since I'm one of the authors on this paper. Please don't hold back 
comments, questions, or criticism ;) Feedback is very helpful #aboerjc
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
Hello there folks! It's the first #aboerjc of the 2019-20 academic year! Welcome 
everyone. I'm looking forward to discussing this article with you. 



  2   1  4

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Sep 3
10 min until our #aboerjc Twitter chat! We're discussing "Open Enough?" - by 
McNally and myself. Article link and questions can be found on our blog 
bit.ly/2lR9qCv #oer #oep @DocBlom @KlamnJam @CariLibrarian @erikasmith 
@thatpsychprof
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rlawson545 @rlawson545 · Sep 3
#aboerjc look forward to the discussion!



     

Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Sep 3
One hour to discuss ways to move from closed to open resources with 
@DocBlom
 and @eriksation
 for #ABOERJC Sept 3 2019 @7pm
 Article and questions at 
aboerjournalclub.home.blog/2019/08/16/abo…  @serenabhen
 @erikasmith
 @thatpsyc



    1  2

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Sep 2
So excited for this! #aboerjc 



Tomorrow night Sept 3 2019 @ 7pm MST. Discuss McNally & Christiansen's 
(2019) conceptual framework 'Open Enough?"with @DocBlom and 
@eriksation .  Article and questions below. @erikasmith @CordeliaSnowdon 
@nthnlwly @SarahLambertOz @marcpsinger @verenanz @serenabhen …
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Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam
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